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Abstract:
Horizontally stacked GAA Nanosheet structures can answer logic device needs at 5nm
technology nodes and beyond. They offer excellent electrostatics and short channel control,
can be fabricated with minimal deviation from FinFET, and circumvent some of the patterning
challenges associated with scaled technologies. Additionally, Nanosheet device architecture
enable the best CMOS logic power and performance trade-off and provide additional area and
gate length (Lg) scaling benefits at the 5nm node and beyond. The improved electrostatics of
GAA devices and additional design flexibilities, which allow a continuous range of active widths
(Weff) in NS devices, open new opportunities in term of power/performance optimization with
co-integration of logic and SRAM. Stacked Nanosheets are fabricated with minimal deviation
compared to the industry standard FinFET device integration, with a significant reuse of legacy
integration and manufacturing knowledge. We will review the benefits of using this technology
for mobile and High Performance computing and discuss the fabrication challenges associated
with the Nanosheet specific modules.
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